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- Introduction

 IDEA: Use trapdoor-based construction and inject data into the error term
[EDB15,El17]

 Trapdoor construction: Allows to retrieve secret s and error e from (Module- or
Ring-)LWE instances:

c = A s + e

 Error Term e contains all encrypted data m

 Secret s contains a key

 Security based on pseudorandomness of c

data

„simplified“ KEM and Encryption 
scheme simultaneously



CPA-secure Encryption Scheme



- Encryption



- Encryption



- Encryption

 Decryption retrieves secret and the error term back.
 Use message msg or s1 as a key or both simultaneously. 



CCA-secure KEM



- CCA2-secure KEM

 In the random oracle model: d=0.
Essentially: (c,c)=Encrypt(pk, 0), K=H‘(s1, (c, c))

 In the quantum random oracle model: d=H(s1)
Essentially: (c,c)=Encrypt(pk, d=H(s1)), K=H‘(s1, (c, c))

 Note: d can be encrypted, too



- CCA2-secure KEM

 Due to trapdoor design ciphertext computation/check not required

 RO: Few steps more than Decryption:
Check d=0 & compute K=H‘(s1, (c, c))

 qRO: Few steps more than Decryption:
Check d=H(s1) & compute K=H‘(s1, (c, c))



- Design Features

 Trapdoor construction - recovery of secret and error vectors for
inspection:

 Security: Constructions based on module-LWE [LS15] in the
(quantum-)RO

 Message recovery
 Have errors and secrets correct format?
 Has ciphertext been altered?

 For module rank equal to 1: ring-LWE
 Fine grained usage of dimensions for better security-efficiency

tradeoffs
 Higher protection against dense sub-lattice attacks [KF17] etc.



- Design Features

 Simplicity of design for encryption and KEM
 KINDI-Encryption scheme always by design encrypts a message

and key simultaneously

 Thus, few steps needed to obtain CCA2-secure KEMs [HHK17]



- Design Features

 Huge amount of data can be encrypted at small ciphertext sizes

 (l+1) n log 2p bits of data or log 2p bits per coefficient
 Low message expasion log 2p/log q, e.g. 4 or lower possible
 Increasing parameters l, n, p           more data and security
 Allows to encrypt bundles of session keys, signatures, etc.
 Suitable for sign-then-encrypt scenarios



- Design Features

 KINDI encryption scheme can easily be turned to be CCA2-
secure beside the proposed KEM variant:

 Authenticated key exchange is obtained via generic
transformations

 Trapdoor constructions are used in many advanced primitives 
ranging from group signatures to attribute-based encryption

 Slightly larger parameters
 Essentially check size of coefficients
 Add F(s1,e) to the ciphertext with F=RO



- Design Features

 Possible Modifications: Ciphertext can also be compressed in 
case the complete bandwidth is not used

 Secret and public keys can be generated from small seeds, if
sizes are critical



- Technical Features

 Highly efficient implementation even at a high security level, also 
suitable for IoT

 Use of power-of-two modulo and domain size, e.g. for error distrib.:

 Polynomial multiplication: FFT multiplication in cyclotomic ring xn+1 
for small n=2k such as n=256, 512.  Reusage of the FFT subroutine
for any change of parameters l, p, q. Extendable to NTT case.

 Usage of FIPS 202 standardized Shake for random bit generation
and random oracle instantiations

 No rejection sampling and no waste of random bits
 No expensive modulo operations, one use of „AND“ 



- Technical Features

 Constant time implementation:
Computations independent from secret elements

 Additional implementation: Improved running times
via parallelization, e.g.

 AVX parallelization of the FFT
 Vectorized Keccak: faster generation of random bits

and key derivation



- Results



- Design Features

 Current implementation and documentation at: http://kindi-kem.de/
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